Candidate for election at 2022 Annual Meeting: Adam Rubin, MD

Elections will be held at the Annual Meeting of the House of Delegates on June 14, 2022.

Officers and four councils are elected by the American Medical Association House of Delegates (HOD) at the Annual Meeting. The elections are by secret ballot and are conducted under the supervision of the Committee on Rules and Credentials and the chief teller, who are appointed by the speaker and vice speaker, who are responsible for overall administration of the elections.

Adam Rubin, MD

Candidate for Council on Constitution and Bylaws

Term

2022-2026
Recipient of the 2021 Dermatologist of the Year Award
Grossing a complex nail specimen
President of the Philadelphia Dermatological Society
With Penn residents after a surgical teaching session
Dr. Rubin providing testimony on telehealth services
We feel that urgent action to standardize and simplify telehealth coding will help ensure access to care for.
Dr. Rubin with the Dermatology Section Council
Additional resources

- Visit the AMA elections page for information on other candidates running for office.
- Find up to date information for the June Annual Meeting of the HOD.